I s s ue #3
Don't worry about anything; instead,
pray about everything. Tell God what
you need, and thank him for all he has
done.
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Philippians 4:6

God saved you by his grace when you
believed. And you can't take credit for
this; it is a gift from God.
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Ephesians 2:8

For I know the plans I have for you,"
says the LORD. "They are plans of
good not for disaster, to give you a
future and a hope.
Jeremiah 29:11

QUARANTINED
POSITIVITY IN ISOLATION
I think it?s safe to say that this is

is just a season, just a few months of

a strange and out-of-the-ordinary time

something different. I?ve had to remind

that will be talked about for years to

myself that this is the perfect time for self

come. It certainly is an interesting thing to

growth. Instead of wasting away the days

live through. What started as a foreign

and drowning in boredom, try drawing, or

illness that we briefly heard about on the

writing, or just praying for a while. I have

news, is now among us, and constantly

had to tell myself that instead of seeing

being talked about, debated, questioned,

this time cooped up at home as a loss,

and

feared. People have their

see it as a time to get things done, and do

different opinions about what should be

that thing that you?ve been wanting to try,

done

but haven?t had the time. Something that

even

regarding

the

virus,

but

it?s

important to be cautious, and aware of

has really helped

me is creating a

what?s going on.

schedule

myself

I have found it so easy to be
sucked into the mentality of ?Welp, there
goes half of freshman year. So much for
that.?But I have to remind myself that this

to

productive.

keep
We?re

used

busy
to

and

having

structured school or work days, but now
time is more in our own hands, so use it
to be productive. Don?t let yourself get too
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MOVI NG I N OUR MI DST
Stuck inside surrounded by only your family, it can be hard to see the
positives and silver lining. It?s no secret that social media has a lot of cons and
can be dangerous, but throughout this strange time, people have really been
putting positivity out there. From kind words of encouragement, to letters in the
mail, I have been seeing a lot of unity. People are coming together, praying
together, and praying for each other. As strange as it is, there really has been
peace from the chaos. God is working through every trial, he is working through
us.
BY MARISSA HARRINGTION
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lazy.
Yesterday I went to the
grocery store with my mom. I felt
like I was getting in a car for the
first time in a decade. Driving
around

on

the

empty

roads,

usually crowded with cars, made
my skin crawl. Inside the store, it
was so quiet. It was filled with a
decent

amount

of

people but

everyone seemed a little on edge.
Online, people are doing what they
can

to

remain

positive

and

optimistic, but going to the gloomy
grocery store is not exactly ideal.
The hardest thing about

but even that can be hard to keep

will be like a tree planted by the

up with. There is something really

water that sends out its roots by

special, and really sweet about

the stream. It does not fear when

sending and receiving a letter in

heat comes; its leaves are always

the mail. As old fashioned as it is, I

green. It has no worries in a year

think it is such a great way to keep

of drought and never fails to bear

in touch in an endearing and

fruit.? There are heaps of verses

thoughtful
Everyone

way.
is

best

handling

and

most

effective thing you can
do

for

your

besides

friends,

keeping

in

of people. FaceTiming has been a
great way to keep in touch for me,

by students
for students

I know not everyone

touch,

is

around having faith
in God. I have been
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trying to rest in this

him. One day this will all be but a

praying for them. Pray that they

distant

would stay healthy, and optimistic,

meantime, we can pray for each

and content where they are.

other and ourselves, and try to

Jeremiah 17: 7-8 says, ?But blessed
is the one who trusts in the Lord,

memory,

but

in

the

find the good in this confusing
circumstance.

whose confidence is in him. They
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I'm sure we are all bored and
actually want to go back to
school, because it is not like
there is anything better to do.
Just remember that God is in
control and he is working all
this out. I suggest that you
pray for the teachers and
school as they try to figure this
all out.

LOST IN THOUGHT
them know you're there.

will be comfortable with this

You never know what

topic, but it can?t go ignored.

someone is going through, just

Depression is a very serious

be patient. Sometimes there are

topic, many people struggle

wounds that never show on the

with it, and I know it can be

body, that are deeper and more

hard to go through it or even

hurtful

watch someone go through it. If

bleeds.

you know someone who is

really try and hide their feelings,

struggling with depression, you

but you really have to watch

really need to try your best to

and make sure you don?t miss a

be there for them. The last

sign. They might try and hide

thing people with depression

their feelings, but their eyes can

need to feel is loneliness, so let

this one, centering

truth, and trust in

social distancing for me is missing
my friends, as I?m sure it is for a lot

God is working

in the Bible similar to

This is j ust a
season, a few
months of
something
different.

this in different ways, so
the

G

Grant's Gabs

than

anything

Sometimes

that

people

https://news.berkeley.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/depressionBW750px.jpg

speak too. Eyes hold a lot of emotion

you get any sign at all from the

for a human, and they can reveal just

person, that they are about to do

how hurt we truly are.

something reckless or dangerous, you
MUST call for help. To them,

Some people keep
things

to

themselves,

because they?re afraid
no one will understand.

Dear Samantha

THE LAST
THING THEY
NEED TO
FEEL IS
LONELINESS

If someone you try to help

depression is like drowning,
but not being able to die.
I know this is very dark, and
sad. But it needs to be said,

people need to know how to help,

doesn?t want it, or pushes you
away, you might actually have to get

and need to know how they really

more people involved whether it's a

feel.
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parent, cop, therapist, or a hotline. If

I'masawkwardas_____ andwhy...
GRANT BURKHOLDER, GRADE 9

I'm as awkward as
pineapple on pizza because
it just doesn't work.

AUSTIN REICH, GRADE 9

I'm as awkward as a foreign
exchange student because I
can't speak correctly.

STAY INSIDE
I know that not
everyone
likes
staying
inside,
but
it's
for
everyone's safety. It can get
boring, yes, but I'm sure
you can find many things to
do, like clean your room,
paint, listen to music, watch
some movies, catch up on
schoolwork,
and
even
FaceTime your friends. If
you don?t stay inside, you
could risk your health, and
the health of others around
you. So even though
staying inside doesn?t really
feel like you?re doing
anything, you actually are.
Everyone just needs to
have each others back at
this
time.
It's
very
dangerous for elderly if
they get the virus, so us
teenagers need to be extra,
extra careful. And we need
to make sure that we wash
our hands very very well,
and cough in your arm too.
Have fun, and stay safe.
-Samantha

MOLLY FISHER, GRADE 8

I'm as awkward as oil in
water because they just
don't mix.

Do you have a question? Do
you need advice? Email
advice@lams.info to have your
question answered here!

THE PERI HELI ON
Disclaimer: This is episode 3, a continuation of last issue's episode.

THIS TURNED OUT TO BE A WHOLE LOT MORE THAN AN APOCALYPSE
The man took off running across

The man pulled his mask off,

the junkyard, and quickly dashed behind

revealing a spiky mess of blue hair, and a

?No, you didn?t do anything. You just look

another trash pile. Russ and the others

disheveled shave job. He was about 6 foot,

almost exactly like a younger version of

hesitated, unsure of what to do. The man

and appeared to be in his early 40?s. ?My

your grandfather.?

motioned for them to follow, then yelled,

name is J.R. Sorry about the mask, those

?Look out!? He quickly loaded his slingshot

BRD87?s usually have cameras on them,

with a small metal ball, and fired. They

and I can't let them see my face.?

turned around in time to see a parrot get
clobbered with the ammo and explode.
?Come now!? He yelled at them again.

?Well J.R.? Amara said. ?Thank you
are.?

who just shrugged, so they followed the
man. He led them through the junkyard,
maneuvering around many large heaps of

stuttered.

?You knew my grandfather??
?Yes,? J.R. said, starting to get

for saving us from those? whatever they

Russ looked at Theo and Amara,

?No-no-nothing!? J.R.

excited. ?I didn?t know what to do when he
died. But now you are here, and his
mission can continue!? He began to search
rapidly through the papers on the tables,

?You are most welcome missy.?
J.R. said as he placed his mask, slingshot,

scurrying around while they floated to the
ground like autumn leaves.

and ammo onto a table.

Theo stared for a few seconds,

garbage, and taking out several laser

?Yeah, what were those things??

then said, ?None of my questions were

parrots with his explosive slingshot along

Theo asked. ?I still have a lot of questions.?

answered, and I have even more questions

the way. Eventually, the man stopped in a
corner, and turned to a pile of crushed
cars.

?Well-? J.R. started to say, but
stopped

when

he

looked

at

Theo.

?Unbelievable,? he muttered to himself.
?Come on,? he growled, kicking a

tire. ?Move this to the side.? Russ and Theo
rolled the large monster truck tire to the

?Um,? Theo said, taking a step
back. ?What did I do??

now.?
J.R. stopped searching through
papers and looked up. ?Yes, you're right
Theo, I apologize, I need to calm down and
explain.? He took a deep breath, and sat
down in a rusty metal chair. ?Please,

side while the man protected them from
the deadly birds. The tire rolled to reveal a
set of stairs, going down into the earth,
underneath the pile of cars. ?Get in,
quickly!? Russ, Theo, and Amara clambered
inside, with the man behind them, pulling
the tire over

the hole to

hide the

passageway.
They

descended

the

dark

stairwell, which opened up into an open
room, dimly lit by a few flickering ceiling
lights. The room had multiple tables; some
were covered with papers and others had
equipment and other techy junk that
made the place look like a science lab.
?Ok, I have so many questions.?
Theo said.
?Yeah, do you sleep down here??
Russ asked, pointing to a cot in the corner.
?First of all,? Amara said slowly.
?Who are you??

ubisoft entertainment

"THEY DESCENDED THE DARK STAIRWELL, WHICH OPENED UP INTO
AN OPEN ROOM, DIMLY LIT BY A FEW FLICKERING CEILING LIGHTS."

everyone have a seat.? Theo, Russ, and

Theo??

Amara all sat down in similar chairs

?One of them.?

across from J.R.
?Now,? J.R. continued. ?You had
questions Theo??

?Oh, I know this!? Russ said. ?It?s
the point in the Earth?s orbit when it is
closest to the sun!?

?Just get on with the story!?
Amara said. ?Why were we being attacked
by robotic parrots with lasers??

?Yes,? Theo's eyes grew wide.
?How did you know my name??

Theo grumbled.

you all the time! I know so much about
you, and I know that you are bold like

the Earth has gone off the orbit, it's even
closer than normal! So what we need to

?Yeah I still am very confused.,?

?Your grandfather talked about

?Exactly!? J.R. said. ?But now that

do is to find that factory, with the notes
of your grandfather to guide us, so we

?And what does any of this have
to do with an apocalypse?? Russ shouted.

can shut it down and save us from global
destruction!? He paused and looked at
Theo. ?You do have the notebook with

him! And I?m glad to see your friend Russ

?Calm down children!? J.R. put up

is here too, I?ve heard that he is very

his hands, then took a deep breath. ?I will

smart and can help us. Don?t know who

explain everything, just stay silent and let

the girl is though, never heard about her.?

me speak.? He took a pause, waiting to see

?Excellent!? J.R. quickly stood up

if anyone dared say anything else. When

again. ?Not that you all have been

no one spoke, he continued.

debriefed, let us be off on our mission to

?My name is Amara,? she said,
looking slightly offended

that

Theo?s

?Long story short, because we

grandpa hadn?t mentioned her to this
wacko.
J.R looked distracted,
?I?m so excited to finish Leo?s
mission with you! I?ve been
waiting so long for this!?
?J.R.!?

Theo

?But what about the-? Amara
started to say, but J.R. was already in a

wasn?t supposed to know. The

back corner, sorting through papers and

main element used to make the

pieces of equipment. She turned to Russ

cars hover like they do was

and Theo. ?I still have so many questions,

something called Kruycium. It?s

like the parrots!?

what made Grotto so successful,
because the founder created it

himself. I don?t really know much about it.

?Right, sorry.? He quickly sat back

Nobody really did. But your grandpa and I
Kruycium was using such powerful and

did

?Your

you

know

his

grandpa?? Russ said, impatient.
?Ok then.? J.R. took a deep

you ask me,? J.R. got down to a whisper. ?I

breath. ?Your grandfather Leo was a

think that equipment is not from this

scientist who worked for an international

planet.?

company called the Grotto Corporation,
I?m sure you?ve heard of it. They?re the

Theo

said.

we go on.?
?So what do we do now?? Amara
asked.

unique equipment, that it was affecting
the way the earth moved in orbit. And if

right,?

?Hopefully he?ll be able to tell us more as

discovered that the factory that makes

down. ?Man, how do I start??
?How

save the world!?

something about Grotto that he

said,

slightly annoyed.

Theo nodded and held it up.

don?t have much time. Leo discovered

" I think that
equipment is
not from this
planet!"

and then suddenly stood up.

you, right??

Russ shrugged. ?I guess we?re
gonna

go

save

the

world.?
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?Wow,? Russ said, eyes beaming.
?That?s insane.?

company that mass produces hover cars
?Totally

around the world. Leo, your grandfather,
worked on one of the lower levels and

radical,?

J.R.

replied,

smiling with excitement. ?That?s why the
Earth?s orbits have been getting closer to

wasn?t very high in the ranks.?

thegraspstaff

the sun and causing solar flares! The
?So were you another scientist??
Theo asked.
?No
definitely

no

not

a

no

no

no?

I was

scientist!? J.R.

said

Grotto Corporation is the reason for the

EDITOR:

oncoming

TYLER SOMMERS

apocalypse,

and

your

grandfather and I were the only ones who
knew about it. Leo studied it for years,

defensively. ?I worked as a mechanic who

keeping

operated and fixed the machinery used to

notebook, and that notebook is the key to

make the car parts in the same lab as

stopping the apocalypse, or as he called it,

your grandfather. So we worked near

the Perihelion.?

each

other

department.

but

not

Answer

in
your

the

same

question

everything

he

knew

in

his

?What?s the Perihelion?? Amara
asked.
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